The most-awaited Van Heusen women’s collection, revealed!

28 October 2010

Create your fashion story with Van Heusen

Bangalore: Stylish, modern and refreshingly new — get ready for this season’s highly awaited Van Heusen women’s collection. Boasting of designs with cleaner lines, and shapes and forms that breathe easy, the collection continues to remain faithful to its traditional shades. The soft and solid pastel tones add a delightful Fall-Winter feeling to the collection, with ‘Teal, Mustard and Navy Story’ and ‘The Green Story’ being the key highlights of VH Women.

Teal, mustard and navy: Bold geometric prints, offset with ochre accents define this assertive colour story. The collection interprets graphic lens, rearranges graphic units to form interesting shapes and patterns that simply make the wearer the centre of attention. Teal and mustard emerge as front-runners for popular, splashy colours. These colours combine as a bold mix in patterns and accessories. The end result — a bolder and more confident-looking you.

Green: The predominant colour this season is green, which is vivid and lush when in solid, and spectacular when offset with prints in greys and blacks. Exuding both a warming and cooling effect, the colour green denotes balance, harmony, and stability. Emerald, jade, jewelled, foliage, leaf or acid, there is a green for everybody. What’s more, the colour is cool, restful, and signifies growth. Use several shades of green for a fresh, breezy feeling. An emerald and black checkered double-breasted jacket with pleated black pants, or a graphic tent dress with a black trench, talks about two key looks that are bound to raise mercury levels by a few notches, if not more.

Timeless glamour meets colour combination par excellence: Teal mustard, navy gray and bold green create excellent gala evening jackets of several shapes and lengths. Slim trousers, shirts rich in elegant details, cocktail dresses and sweaters with soft drapes with a graphic look ensure you are the toast of every evening. What more could one ask for?

Create your new fashion story, now.
Prince ranges:

- Shirts: Rs. 795/- onwards
- Trousers: Rs. 1295/- onwards
- Suits: Rs. 4995/- onwards
- Dresses: Rs. 1995/- onwards
- Knits: Rs. 395/- onwards

The collection is available at all exclusive Van Heusen stores.

**About Van Heusen**

Van Heusen is the world’s No.1 dress shirt brand. In India, it is also the country’s No. 1 premium lifestyle brand for men, women and youth. With a rich heritage of 128 years, the brand entered India in 1990. It has had the unique distinction of establishing not only the brand, but also the ready-to-wear category in the country. The brand epitomises ‘fashion for the corporate’, and its design driver is the combination of fashion and elegance. Since its launch in 1990, Van Heusen has consistently tracked and understood the Indian male. In the last two decades the clothing preferences of Indian men have undergone many stages of evolution. At each turning point Van Heusen has stood witness to these changes, and has been ahead of the curve when it has come to forecasting emerging trends and making them accessible to the Indian consumer. For more details, visit vanheusenindia.com